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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964-1967 Complete Kit The Gen IV™ is Vintage Air’s most powerful and intelligent
climate control system. The Gen IV uses an exclusive fully
electronic microprocessor control system eliminate cables or
vacuum connections. Separate high capacity copper parallel-flow
heat coil and aluminum plate and fin cooling coils provide
outstanding performance and instant temperature adjustments.
This new Chevelle Sure Fit ™ system includes a backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location.
Additional features include variable blower speed and
dash/floor/defrost blend . Sure Fit Systems are engineered
specifically for each vehicle application and require absolutely
minimal alteration to the vehicle for installation.- Fully electronic
operation - No cables or vacuum controls- Kit includes backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location for
electronic operation- Micro-processor controlled coil temperature
monitor.No capillary tube to install!- Separate high capacity heat
and cool coils- Aluminum plate/fin A/C coil (most efficient
evaporator design available)- Copper/brass parallel flow heater
coil- Blend air door for instant temperature adjustment- Infinite
dash / floor air blend (in most applications)- Infinite defrost / floor
air blend with dedicated defrost option-Stamped steel firewall
cover plate-All Gen IV systems allow for optional smooth firewall
configuration (must use modified hose kit)- Positive shut off
solenoid operated heater control valve in max A/C*Complete Kit
includes: Evaporator, condenser, drier, compressor, compressor
bracket, hose kit and binary safety switch.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CHVA964464 2905.24
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1964-1967 Evaporator Kit EVAPORATOR KIT includes Air conditioning, heating and defrost
combination designed specifically for your vehicle. Original
deluxe control assembly in your dash connects to and controls
this unit. Designed to mount to existing holes in your dash and
firewall without drilling or fabrication. Evaporator kit comes
complete with all mounting brackets, hardware,louvers, duct
hose, wiring harness and installation instructions
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CHVA564464 1673.94

1968-1969 Complete Kit The Gen IV™ is Vintage Air’s most powerful and intelligent
climate control system. The Gen IV uses an exclusive fully
electronic microprocessor control system eliminate cables or
vacuum connections. Separate high capacity copper parallel-flow
heat coil and aluminum plate and fin cooling coils provide
outstanding performance and instant temperature adjustments.
This new Chevelle Sure Fit ™ system includes a backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location.
Additional features include variable blower speed and
dash/floor/defrost blend . Sure Fit Systems are engineered
specifically for each vehicle application and require absolutely
minimal alteration to the vehicle for installation.- Fully electronic
operation - No cables or vacuum controls- Kit includes backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location for
electronic operation- Micro-processor controlled coil temperature
monitor.No capillary tube to install!- Separate high capacity heat
and cool coils- Aluminum plate/fin A/C coil (most efficient
evaporator design available)- Copper/brass parallel flow heater
coil- Blend air door for instant temperature adjustment- Infinite
dash / floor air blend (in most applications)- Infinite defrost / floor
air blend with dedicated defrost option-Stamped steel firewall
cover plate-All Gen IV systems allow for optional smooth firewall
configuration (must use modified hose kit)- Positive shut off
solenoid operated heater control valve in max A/C*Complete Kit
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includes: Evaporator, condenser, drier, compressor, compressor
bracket, hose kit and binary safety switch.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1968-1969 Evaporator Kit EVAPORATOR KIT includes Air conditioning, heating and defrost
combination designed specifically for your vehicle. Original
deluxe control assembly in your dash connects to and controls
this unit. Designed to mount to existing holes in your dash and
firewall without drilling or fabrication. Evaporator kit comes
complete with all mounting brackets, hardware,louvers, duct
hose, wiring harness and installation instructionsClick here to
view installation instructions
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CHVA564471 1673.94

1970-1972 Complete Kit The Gen IV™ is Vintage Air’s most powerful and intelligent
climate control system. The Gen IV uses an exclusive fully
electronic microprocessor control system eliminate cables or
vacuum connections. Separate high capacity copper parallel-flow
heat coil and aluminum plate and fin cooling coils provide
outstanding performance and instant temperature adjustments.
This new Chevelle Sure Fit ™ system includes a backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location.
Additional features include variable blower speed and
dash/floor/defrost blend . Sure Fit Systems are engineered
specifically for each vehicle application and require absolutely
minimal alteration to the vehicle for installation.- Fully electronic
operation - No cables or vacuum controls- Kit includes backlit
three-lever control panel that bolts in the stock dash location for
electronic operation- Micro-processor controlled coil temperature
monitor.No capillary tube to install!- Separate high capacity heat
and cool coils- Aluminum plate/fin A/C coil (most efficient
evaporator design available)- Copper/brass parallel flow heater
coil- Blend air door for instant temperature adjustment- Infinite
dash / floor air blend (in most applications)- Infinite defrost / floor
air blend with dedicated defrost option-Stamped steel firewall
cover plate-All Gen IV systems allow for optional smooth firewall
configuration (must use modified hose kit)- Positive shut off
solenoid operated heater control valve in max A/C*Complete Kit
includes: Evaporator, condenser, drier, compressor, compressor
bracket, hose kit and binary safety switch.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CHVA965071 2905.24

1970-1972 Evaporator Kit EVAPORATOR KIT includes Air conditioning, heating and defrost
combination designed specifically for your vehicle. Original
deluxe control assembly in your dash connects to and controls
this unit. Designed to mount to existing holes in your dash and
firewall without drilling or fabrication. Evaporator kit comes
complete with all mounting brackets, hardware,louvers, duct
hose, wiring harness and installation instructionsClick here to
view installation instructions
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CHVA565071 1673.94

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Chevelle parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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